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Abstract 

 

In financial year 2015, the studied Organization A, a municipal government in Norway, 

acquired more than NOK 443 million in goods and services. This represents a fourteen 

percent growth in real terms from financial year 2011. However, this research has found that 

this spending is not being managed efficiently due to degree of fragmentation and lack of 

integration. In order to manage the integration challenge, this case study explores on how 

Organization A’s procurement structure can be designed through the application of the 

category-based framework devised by Trautmann and associates. 

Spend analysis is used to identify the seven categories with synergy potential. Thereafter, the 

appropriate form of integration mechanisms across dispersed purchasing business units is 

applied. The findings suggest that Organization A can improve performance and achieve 

better value for money by pursuing an increasingly strategic-led approach to acquiring similar 

goods and services. Taking this form of a strategic approach involves a range of activities – 

from designing the procurement structure at category level, developing a better picture of 

what and how much the organization is spending, creating an integrative approach to 

procuring product categories, and involving the top management in managing synergies.  

A main theoretical contribution of this study is that the applied framework proposed by 

Trautmann and associates is empirically grounded through this study of purchasing in the 

public sector. The study concludes with limitations and suggestions for future research.  

Keywords: organizational structure, category management, category, public procurement, 

purchasing synergy, spend analysis.  
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1 Introduction 

This section presents the research background, research gap, aim and objectives, research 

significance and the thesis structure. 

1.1 Research background 

Procurement has been regarded by managers and scholars as a significant area of cost (Husted 

and Reinecke 2009). In public procurement, goods and services represent a large portion of 

the government’s expenditure. It is estimated that procured goods and services account for 

one third of total public spending (Husted and Reinecke 2009). Generally, public sectors 

procure a plethora of goods such as information technology (IT) hardware and software, 

school supplies, cleaning materials, utilities and motor vehicles, as well as services from 

maintenance to healthcare and security services. 

This thesis represents a case study conducted within a single organization in the public sector 

– a local municipal government in Norway. For reasons of confidentiality, the name of the 

municipal government has been withheld, and will be referred to as Organization A. 

In 2015, the total spend of Organization A was NOK 1.8 billion (Figure 1), which exceeded 

its budget by NOK 147 million. Almost one-third of that amount, or NOK 443 million, was 

spent on basic goods and services such as office supplies, hospital supplies and equipment, 

training services and IT systems.  

 

Figure 1 Spend for year 2015 
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The purchased goods and services is the portion of the municipal government’s spend where 

it has the most control, and therefore this is where it can most likely realize savings by 

adopting best procurement practices. As (Cadwallader 1988) indicates, adopting best practices 

in procurement, like category management (Bechtel and Patterson 1997), can lead to a 

decrease in transaction costs and subsequently the purchase price. 

Category management as defined by (Webb 2015) is the bundling and centralizing of similar 

goods into a single contract. It is a paradigm for purchasing that moves from managing 

purchases and cost individually across many procuring business units to grouping together 

similar areas of spend, and consider how best to address each in terms of the supply market. 

Several improvements that have been achieved by organizations through category 

management initiatives include economies of scale, economies of information and learning, 

total spend under management, reduced supply chain risk, improved financial performance, 

and reduced total cost of ownership (Rozemeijer 2000, O'Brien 2015, Mitchell 2012). 

Further, category management has been heralded as a key means by which public agencies 

have experienced significant gains in increased value for money and improve spend 

transparency for taxpayers. In 2011/12, the UK government’s category management efforts on 

IT spend have delivered £140 million price savings (Gov.UK 2012). While the US 

government’s category management initiatives have generated $2 billion in savings (Rolfe 

2016). 

Although category management in general is agreed to support value for money, the 

municipal government in this research manages 25-30% only of its categories. Thus I posit 

that Organization A can be categorized as a ‘follower’
1
 or having an ‘improving’ category 

management.  

Fully implementing category management within the organization has been hindered by the 

following: 

                                                 

1
 According to (Future Purchasing 2017), there are two types of organizations when it comes to category 

management initiative, and these are: (1) ‘leaders’ (have embedded/optimized category management), and          

(2) ‘followers’ (have improving, basic or not started category management). 
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 Broadly defined categories; 

 Central procurement capacity; 

 High employee turnover rate; 

 Incongruent naming conventions; and 

 Lack of spend data analytics. 

Another contributing factor is the strict compliance to public procurement principles of 

accountability, transparency, open to competition, confidentiality, integrity and value for 

money. Particularly, there are a lot of bureaucratic demands if contracts are above the national 

threshold of NOK 1.1 million that it is time consuming, according to the Procurement 

Manager.  

Lastly, the municipal government’s procurement structure is also a drawback. Since its 

procurement structure is a hybrid model, its purchases and prices are not only managed by the 

central procurement unit but also by its 184 purchasing business units
2
. For instance, 

investment related categories are mainly procured and managed by these units. These units 

work highly autonomously with occasional collaboration as well as little sharing of 

information and best practices across the organization. Further, these units continue to 

undertake expensive procurement activities rather than using existing framework agreements 

to procure standard categories, such as stationery and contract labor services. Even within the 

existing framework agreements, the dispersed purchasing business units are paying a wide 

range of prices for the same categories because of broad specifications. This lack of 

integration and degree of fragmentation drive costly inefficiencies and redundancies in 

Organization A’s procurement activities and overall acquisition efforts, causing price variance 

of similar articles sometimes as much as a 770 per cent price variance.  

According to (van Weele 2014), decentralized procurement structure is preferable when 

different categories of goods or services are purchased by each business unit, while 

centralized procurement structure becomes attractive when the same products or services are 

bought by several business units. However, in hybrid type of procurement structure, like the 

organization has in this thesis, there is a great challenge to identify the synergy potential of 

                                                 

2
 Figure is based from the conducted spend analysis of 2015 purchasing statistics data. 
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different categories and the appropriate form of integration (Trautmann et al. 2009). Thus, the 

way an organization’s procurement structure is designed is dependent on the category related 

synergies across dispersed units.  

This leads to the fundamental research issue of the thesis, which will be: 

How should the procurement structure of Organization A be designed to improve its 

category management initiative?  

1.2 Research gap 

From a research standpoint, a number of articles and books about procurement have been 

published but there are not that many that cover the public sector. Yet this sector spends 

enormous amounts of taxpayer’s money in the acquisition of goods and services. For Norway 

alone (Figure 2), total public spending for goods and services is about NOK 480 billion in 

2015, which is an increase of NOK 19 billion from the previous year (Statistisk sentralbyrå 

2016). 

 

Figure 2 Norway’s public spending 2011 - 2015 (in million NOK) 
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In addition, the review of previous studies has found little research evidence that draws 

together the public procurement environment and the adoption of category management 

simultaneously. While this may signal that there is little happening in practice, the recognized 

interest in public procurement and category management by academics (for example (O'Brien 

2015) and (Emmett and Wright 2011)) does support the value in my undertaking an 

exploratory study on how procurement category management be approached to increase 

utilization of public spending.  

1.3 Aim and objectives 

The specific objectives of the research include: 

 Review current practice and implementation approaches of procurement category 

management in the municipal government 

 Investigate existing category management frameworks, theories and strategies 

 Apply a novel approach in improving the municipal government’s category 

management initiative with the application of theory 

Based on the above three objectives which focus on a municipal government in Norway, an 

overarching and important aim has arisen: How to design a municipal government’s 

procurement structure for the improvement of its category management initiative. 

In order to meet the aim and objectives, this thesis follows the framework of (Trautmann et al. 

2009) which is based on the model developed by (Tushman and Nadler 1978). (Tushman and 

Nadler 1978)’s framework implies focus on organizational integration of tasks. This is 

extended by (Trautmann et al. 2009) to the purchasing context where the focus is on 

identifying the categories with synergy potential and applying the appropriate integration 

mechanisms across geographical units. So, in this paper, I applied (Trautmann et al. 2009)’s 

model in designing the appropriate procurement structure in Organization A because it is a 

category-based approach, which is relevant in improving a category management initiative. It 

is also my intention to empirically ground (Trautmann et al. 2009)’s framework to purchasing 

in public sector which is different from their study on private multinational corporations 

(MNCs).  
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1.4 Significance of the research 

It is my intention that this paper can be useful to the following parties: 

 Professional managers holding the procurement roles and positions, and other 

stakeholders in Organization A; 

 Professionals in all public sector with procurement responsibilities and positions; and 

 Lecturers and students of Molde University College who are studying business topics 

such as purchasing, procurement and supply chain cost management. 

1.5 Structure of thesis 

The thesis is composed of seven sections, each of them dealing with different aspects.  

Section 1 is introductory. The section is subdivided into five parts. Part 1 describes the main 

research problem by presenting Organization A’s current issues. Part 2 addresses the research 

gap of procurement category management in a public agency. Part 3 deals with the aim and 

objectives of this research. Part 4 presents the intended parties to which this thesis can be 

useful of. Lastly, part 5, which is this part, deals with the structure of this thesis. 

Section 2 examines relevant literature. This section consists of three parts. Part 1 focuses on 

category management definition, its advantages and disadvantages, and the needed 

infrastructure such as information systems, category formation, and category teams. Part 2 

illustrates the approach of designing a procurement structure at category level with the use of 

category characteristics, supply environment and integration mechanisms. Part 3 addresses the 

compliance issues in public procurement principles of public accountability, transparency, 

open to competition, confidentiality, integrity and value for money. This part also presents the 

common public procurement structures such as centralized, decentralized and hybrid structure. 

Section 3 is subdivided into three parts and provides an outline of the methodology for this 

thesis. Part 1 presents the research method used in this thesis: a case study. Part 2 illustrates 

the approach to data collection. Part 3 explains the trustworthiness of this thesis.  
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Section 4 concentrates on the empirical findings. Part 1 presents and illustrates Organization 

A’s traditional functional organization structure. Part 2 looks at how the procurement 

structure is designed, how the purchasing from dispersed business units is integrated, and how 

categories and category teams are formed. Part 3 describes the extent to which rules, 

procedures and communications are written down, and the tools used to support the municipal 

government’s category management initiative. 

Section 5 presents the case analysis by combining the case study, spend data analysis and 

literature review, thereby addressing the research question.  

Conclusions are then drawn in Section 6. And lastly, study limitations and future research 

directions are provided in Section 7, followed by the reference list and appendix. 
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2 Literature review 

The purpose of this section is to present reviews of relevant literatures. This section starts 

with an introduction on category management. This is to be followed by a description of 

category and category teams’ formation, various category strategies and category 

management process. Challenges in achieving a category management’s full potential as well 

as benefits if well executed are also presented. Next, the approach of designing procurement 

structure at category level with the use of category characteristics, supply market and 

integration mechanisms are explained. Lastly, a literature review on public procurement, 

focusing on the general principles, and the different procurement structures are described and 

explained. 

2.1 Category management 

Category management is a term that was first coined in retail (CIPS 2007), where decisions 

about product selection, placement, promotion and pricing were made on a category-by-

category basis rather than as individual items. So, supermarkets looked at the whole product 

category and how to maximize profit for that category. They looked at things like the total 

product range, pricing strategies or where in the shop to display the items. The concept was 

soon taken by large consulting firms and pretty quickly by large companies into the more 

general procurement world though not quite the same as retailers but enough similarity.  

There are many definitions of category management. Some of the most significant ones, 

including the definition of (Webb 2015) that was explained earlier in the introductory section, 

are presented here, but the list is by no means exhaustive:  

“The process of clustering and centralizing similar goods into bigger contracts which are 

easier to administer and lowers prices.” (Webb 2015) 

“The management of product categories as strategic business units. The practice empowers a 

category manager with full responsibility… to judge more accurately the consumer buying 

patterns… and market trends of that category.” (Council of Supply Chain Management 

Professionals 2016) 
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“A strategic approach which organizes procurement resources to focus on specific areas of 

spends… and conduct in depth market analysis to fully leverage their procurement decisions 

on behalf of the whole organization.” (Chartered Institute of Procurement & Supply 2017) 

These three definitions emphasize category management as a strategic approach of 

segmenting similar goods or services into product categories according to their function and 

supply market characteristics, and assigning procurement resources (e.g. category team, 

category manager) to manage them as strategic business units. It is about developing expertise 

in each category in terms of understanding the product, the market, or the suppliers. Moreover, 

it is taking a proactive view on what the organization is spending and what will be spent on 

the future as well as planning and strategizing around that (Smith 2017).   

In a public agency like Organization A, it is about buying smarter, eliminating redundancies, 

increasing efficiency and effectiveness, and boosting satisfaction with the services and 

products it delivers. In order to do this, category management focuses on three key principles: 

(1) aggregation, (2) rationalization and (3) standardization (Smith 2014). 

Aggregation is to group together similar spend and demand across the organization to obtain 

best value for the organization (Smith 2014). With aggregation, synergy benefits like 

economies of scale can be gained.    

Rationalization is to look for a range of suppliers that can provide the goods and services 

within a category (Smith 2014). This delivers benefits of supply base reduction. 

Standardization is linked to the previous two approaches. It is about focusing on the 

requirements and specifications of purchased goods and services and, where appropriate, 

refine and standardize them based on market availability and dynamics to obtain better value 

for money (Smith 2014).  

These principles contribute to lowering overall organization costs through reduced duplication, 

availability of consistent data, improved market intelligence that allows learning of best 

practices, improved public offerings, and increased demand capture accuracy of specific 

categories.  
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So how are categories formed? The steps are outlined in the next section. 

2.1.1 Category formation 

There are very few research articles available about category formation. According to one of 

the few articles, category is defined as follows (Trautmann et al. 2009): 

“A category encompasses a group of similar items that are required for specific business 

activities of the firm.” 

Examples of categories are logistics, contract labor, office supplies, facilities management and 

utilities (O'Brien 2012). According to (O'Brien 2015), the most important characteristic of a 

category is that it must reflect their market-facing nature or organization of individual 

marketplaces. For instance, an organization might segment a category into ‘travel’ since there 

are corporate travel agencies that provide all sorts of travel solutions. However, such agencies 

are not the market itself as they are only acting as intermediaries between customers and 

multiple markets. The real market-facing travel components are ‘air travel’, ‘hotel’, and ‘taxi’ 

(O'Brien 2015). These different components can be the subcategories under the umbrella of 

‘travel’ category. 

Identification of categories  

To identify categories, a spend analysis is required. Spend analysis is defined as a tool that 

provides information on an organization’s buyers, suppliers, spend on goods and services, and 

areas of opportunities to leverage buying power (Hawkins, Nissen, and Rendon 2014). It is 

used to identify opportunities to rationalize the supplier base, aggregate spend, reduce 

transactions, leverage spend volume, standardize requirements and estimate potential savings.  

As shown in Figure 3, conducting an effective and ongoing spend analysis involves five key 

steps (Aberdeen Group 2003): 

1. Extract – obtain spend data from internal and external systems. This would include the 

organization’s accounts payable (AP) data as well as purchase card data from external 

vendors’ systems, supplier’s financial status and performance information 
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(Anonymous 2005). Extracting as much information as possible ensures complete 

understanding of the purchasing spend. 

2. Validate – ensure data files are accurate, complete and consistent. 

3. Cleanse – extensively review the data for accuracy and consistency. 

4. Classify – standardize the data in the same format by using industry-standard 

classification systems like Common Procurement Vocabulary (CPV) codes, a single 

classification system used in public contracts. 

5. Sort and analyze – organize the data into comprehensive categories of suppliers and 

commodities; and establish category managers or cross-functional category teams to 

analyze the spending information with the use of standard reporting and analytical 

tools (Anonymous 2005). 

 

Figure 3 Spend analysis  

Source: adapted from (Aberdeen Group 2003) 

 

Based on this detailed spend data, a category tree is set up (Figure 4) where the spend data is 

further classified into three areas: categories, non-addressable and rest of spend (O'Brien 

2015). Non-addressable spend is the area of spend that is impossible or difficult to influence 

such as rates or charges by governmental bodies. Rest of spend is spend that is not categorized 
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because it represents the small spend areas, hence not viable to expend effort working on. For 

the spend that is segmented into categories, the Pareto principle typically applies, and 

organizations should focus on the 80 per cent of purchases where 20 per cent of suppliers are 

concentrated (O'Brien 2015). Once the organization has mapped the categories, it has to 

prioritize which ones to work on first and in what sequence the remainder should be handled. 

 

Figure 4 An example of a category tree 

Source: (vanWeele 2010, p. 212) 

 

Prioritization of categories 

Before cross-functional teams are assigned to work on specific categories, category 

prioritization is to take place through the use of a Category Opportunity Analysis Matrix 

(Figure 5). Here, categories are assessed based upon two criteria: potential benefits (y-axis) 

and ease of implementation (x-axis) (O'Brien 2015). Potential benefits here could be in the 

form of a reduction in price and cost if the organization replaces a customized solution with 

an off the shelf solution, buys modular items rather than individual components, expands the 

number of potential suppliers in a tender procedure, and mitigates buyer-supplier dependence 

(vanWeele 2010). While common criteria for ease of implementation includes internal 

technical expertise, supply market and contracting expertise, degree of resistance to change 
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within the organization (vanWeele 2010), and degree of difficulty to switch suppliers 

(O'Brien 2015). 

 

Figure 5 Category opportunity analysis matrix example 

Source: adapted from (O'Brien 2015) 

 

According to (vanWeele 2010), the category project comes in waves and usually starts with 

Priorities in the upper right of the quadrant - the high value categories. This, however, is 

refuted by (Smart and Dudas 2007) saying that in most cases, maintenance, repair and 

operations (MRO) products, commodities, and indirect materials are the preferred items when 

organizations start pooling initiatives. 

2.1.2 Category teams 

In category management projects, a cross-functional team plays an integral role. This team is 

comprised of representatives from the relevant business units who have a major interest in the 

area of spend that might be affected by any change or familiar with the commodity being 

evaluated (O'Brien 2015), and whose responsibility, authority and accountability for 

procurement activity are clearly defined (CIPS 2011).  
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How an organization forms its category team is dependent on the category characteristics 

(Trautmann et al. 2009). Since it can be different for different categories, the team members 

should be located differently throughout the organization. For example, if the team is tasked 

with the supply management of ‘IT hardware’, then it would be a good idea to include 

engineers who are familiar with the characteristics of these commodities. If the category is 

‘contract labor’, then the optimum team might comprise Human Resources (HR) and high 

users of temporary labor from different business units. 

The construct of a team can involve the core team members and extended team members 

(O'Brien 2015).  The extended team may comprise of sponsors, or facilitators. The 

responsibilities of these members can differ in terms of workload such as providing guidance 

or removing barriers to progress. The extended team will also involve the different 

stakeholders. These are the people in the organization who are accountable and responsible 

for that business area, and must be consulted and kept informed. These are the same people 

that must be fully supportive to any category management so there won’t be any resistance 

once change is implemented (O'Brien 2015).  

Meanwhile, the core team members should have the right commitment, executive support and 

availability as category management projects are not full-time tasks but require a series of 

work days (O'Brien 2015). Within the core team, a project leader or category manager, 

typically from the purchasing department, is normally appointed. This category manager 

might work on one category as a whole, say ‘IT’, but is also responsible for five or six 

subcategory projects within it like IT hardware and software. He is fully responsible for 

implementing strategic sourcing for a specific category (Trautmann et al. 2009) to drive down 

total costs and improve overall performance for that category.  

Table 1 provides a comparison of category management and strategic sourcing.  
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Table 1 Strategic sourcing vs. category management 

Source: (Mitchell 2012, p. 2) 

 

Ideally, the competencies and skills required to effectively manage a category are strategic 

thinking, team work, supply market analysis, total cost of ownership, influential, persuasive 

and change management (NSW Government: Procurement Board 2013, p. 5) 

2.1.3 Category strategies 

Category strategy is explained by (Monczka et al. 2011, p. 204) as: 

“A decision process used to identify which suppliers should provide a group of products or 

services, the form of the contract, the performance measures used to measure supplier 

performance, and the appropriate level of price, quality, and delivery arrangements that 

should be negotiated.” 

Kraljic’s purchasing portfolio model is a commonly used tool in formulating category 

strategies (Caniëls and Gelderman 2007), and has since inspired other portfolio models which 

are quite similar to the Kraljic matrix in essence. One of them is the Strategy Portfolio Matrix 

for Category Management by (Monczka et al. 2011) (see Appendix 1). Their portfolio model 
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suggests four types of purchase categories and the key purchasing strategy for each type. They 

are as described below: 

Bottleneck commodities, where goods and services, such as electronic parts or spare parts for 

equipment (Kraljic 1983), have low value, and are vulnerable with regard to their supply 

because of few, if any, alternative suppliers. A purchasing strategy directed towards 

acceptance of dependence and reduction of the negative consequences are pursued (Caniëls 

and Gelderman 2005). The alternative is to search for other suppliers and move towards the 

routine quadrant.  

Routine commodities are goods and services that are of low value (Kraljic 1983). These items 

have many alternative suppliers and are purchased regularly, hence, cause high administrative 

costs (Gelderman and Van Weele 2005). Examples are office supplies, janitorial services, 

maintenance supplies, and facilities management. Several enablers are necessary to 

successfully reduce such costs. Among them are pooling of purchasing requirements, 

standardization of processes, reduction of supplier base, use of purchasing cards, and use of e-

procurement solutions and framework agreements.  

Leverage commodities where goods and services make up a large portion of an end product’s 

cost price, and can be purchased from many suppliers. Examples are electric motors, raw 

materials, steel, packaging and bulk chemicals. Buyers have a dominant power position for 

this category, and have the incentives to negotiate, as small percentages of cost savings will 

involve large sums of money (Olsen and Ellram 1997). The purchasing strategy that is 

recommended for this spend area is exploitation of purchasing power (Caniëls and Gelderman 

2005). Long-term supply contracts are unnecessary, but a centrally negotiated framework 

agreement with preferred suppliers is preferred. 

Critical commodities where goods and services like high-value components (Kraljic 1983) 

and large infrastructure projects are of high supply risk and high value. This spend area 

requires more collaboration between buyer and seller to counter balance the supply risk 

(Gelderman and Van Weele 2005). Maintaining a strategic relationship will lead to 

improvements in product quality, delivery reliability, lead times, and cost reduction (Caniëls 

and Gelderman 2005). 
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In the next section, the following eight steps provide a brief understanding of the basic overall 

category management sourcing process.  

2.1.4 Category management process 

Variations of category management process in the literature are few. I am using a model, with 

a minor adjustment, that was published in 2015 by (Webb 2015) which illustrates the different 

steps within category management (Figure 6): 

 

Figure 6 The eight-step category management process 

Source: adapted from (Webb 2015)       

 

1. Opportunity identification is a set of internal tasks which includes understanding the 

organization spend and the main stakeholders. This is the spend analysis which has been 

mentioned earlier in Section 2.1.1. 

2. Opportunity development involves examining the supply market in order to identify the 

major suppliers of a specific category. Some helpful tools are Porter’s Five Forces of 

Competition, PEST analysis, SWOT analysis, portfolio analysis, risk and vulnerability 

analysis, and supplier preferencing (Baily et al. 2015). 

3. Finalizing strategy is the third step in category management process. This is when a 

single sourcing strategy for a category is to be developed to best position the 

organization in the market after gathering data from internal and external environment 

analysis (O'Brien 2015).  

4. To screen the suppliers is to determine which suppliers have the capabilities to fulfill 

the requirements. This may also come in the form of reaching out to new or potential 

suppliers. 

5. Conduct auctions and RFPs is the step to find the best supplier with the most 

competitive price and the most appropriate solutions or products. In government 
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agencies, this is about tendering. The objective of tendering procedure is to establish 

which is the best offer based upon the predefined criteria, e.g. the lowest price, or the 

most economically advantageous tender (MEAT) or the best value for money (Emmett 

and Wright 2011). For the latter criteria, it includes things such as price, terms of 

payment, any commercial qualifications, compliance with specification, performance 

parameters, or disposal costs. 

6. Shape and negotiate proposals is the evaluation of the received bids, and may involve 

post tender negotiations. Post tender approach may be carried out in the private sector 

but this is not appropriate in the public sector (Emmett and Wright 2011).  

7. Implement and manage suppliers is the step after contract is awarded to a supplier. This 

step is about supplier management – day to day management, interaction, contract 

management, and performance management (O'Brien 2015).  

8. Improve involves looking for ways to improve the overall sourcing arrangement or 

continually finding improvements. A decision to start the process again requires a yes to 

at least one of five questions (O'Brien 2015): 

– Has the business risk increased considerably? 

– Is there new opportunity, innovation or technology that would add significant value? 

– Is there an unknown breakthrough or source of value that would bring great benefit? 

– Have the business requirements changed greatly? 

– Has there been a significant change in the market that creates a need to act, or presents 

either great opportunity or risk? 

If yes to any five, then there is a need to restart category management. In the public sector, 

though, it has to be synchronized with contract expiry as it is simply not possible to just bolt it 

in an existing contract (O'Brien 2015). 

2.1.5 Technology as an enabler 

Nowadays, all purchasing transactions are almost entirely electronic, often with little or no 

human intervention at all. The use of technologies have revolutionized business on a global 

scale, with potential benefits including improved efficiency, reduced transaction costs, 

enforced on-contract buying, improved business processes, and quality data on total spending 
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(Neef 2001) as well as strengthen collaborative procurement activities and enable sharing of 

information between partners (Leach 2012). 

One type of e-procurement tools to receive particular attention for its potential to improve 

category performance is e-sourcing tools. According to (O'Brien 2015), e-sourcing tools have 

enabled category management to become more effective, and therefore consume fewer 

resources to carry it out. Specifically, the author suggests that electronic tools e-enabled 

category management by eliminating the manual, paper-based processes. Moreover, the use of 

such tools such as e-tendering (requests for information, proposal and quotation), reverse e-

auctions and electronic supplier database have made the process of category sourcing from 

need specification to final negotiation and supplier selection much simpler and quicker 

(Presutti Jr 2003). Also, such e-tools increase visibility of potential suppliers, giving buyers 

greater choice (Evans and Wurster 2000), and creating the ability to leverage price to the best 

point in the market (O'Brien 2015).   

Some of the technologies that are presumed to e-enable category management are shown in 

Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 E-enabling category management 

Source:(O'Brien 2012, p. 267)  
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Meanwhile, in a recent report by (Deloitte 2016), Procurement: At a digital tipping point?, 

from a survey sample of 324 most senior procurement leaders in organizations from 33 

countries, investment in spend analysis technology came up as the top priority of the Chief 

Procurement Officers (CPO) to maintain access to high quality market data, and better 

allocate significant human resources to tasks that are strategic. A robust spend analytics 

platform is important in category management since spend can be easily classified to a single 

target hierarchy and segmented to different category structures. In addition, it will help 

identify all on-and off-contract spend at the category and contract level as well as identify 

categories for sourcing opportunities (Bartolini and Dwyer 2008). 

A study by (Kauppi et al. 2013) points out that the use of electronic tools has an effect on 

category performance. But their study also point out that by merely implementing these tools 

without human interface will not lead to category performance improvements. The same view 

as that of  (Mata, Fuerst, and Barney 1995) that technologies, without the other organization 

capabilities, cannot in itself bring sustained competitive advantage. 

2.1.6 Challenges of category management  

In a study conducted by CIPS Australasia in 2011, 43% of the respondents identify the 

availability of quality data as the major challenge for category management initiatives (CIPS 

Australasia 2011). The absence of a uniform article coding system to classify what was 

purchased from a certain supplier and how much were spent is the main factor that contributes 

to the challenge of obtaining detailed purchasing spend (vanWeele 2010). But (Falgione et al. 

2008) point out that it is possible to obtain this by investing in a modern IT platform like an 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system to chart purchasing expenditure in detail. Such 

platform should have the capability to sort the data per category or item, per supplier and per 

cost center (vanWeele 2010).  

Stakeholder engagement and availability of procurement resources make up the top three 

challenges for the respondents. Other challenges mentioned in the research are supplier 

capability, leveraging scales or synergies, access to supply market intelligence and technical 

procurement capability.  
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Meanwhile, (O'Brien 2012) argues that driving change within an organization is also a 

drawback. To resist change is a natural human tendency, and there is no way of avoiding it. 

However, according to the author, it can be minimized through hard work, involvement and 

communication. This means the purchasing department has to work cross-functionally, 

requiring support, cooperation and active participation from other departments. Senior 

management support is also important in realizing success in implementing change. A 

category manager, who does not only possess the skills in carrying out the purchasing 

function but also the skills in leading a team, must also be appointed. Further, the organization 

structure of the purchasing function has to undergo some changes as well. If the required 

goods by business units have the same characteristics such as raw materials and high-tech 

components, the more benefits can be obtained by pooling volumes and centralization 

(vanWeele 2010).  

Managing compliance is also one of the pressing issues. For category management in the 

commercial sector, buyers might build a collaborative relationship with suppliers, use 

different approaches for running a competitive bidding process or conduct additional 

negotiation after the bidding process (O'Brien 2015). However in the public sector, these 

practices are at odds with the legislative provision.  

Although there are challenges for category management, there are also a number of benefits. 

2.1.7 Benefits of category management  

Since category management entails cross functionality, it creates the purchasing synergies of 

economies of scale, process, and information/learning (Rozemeijer 2000). Purchasing synergy 

as defined by (Rozemeijer 2000) is the added value when two or more purchasing business 

units work together and/or share resources, information, and/or knowledge in the area of 

purchasing.  

Economies of scale relate to obtaining lower unit costs through volume bundling and 

standardization of categories through framework agreements (Trautmann, Bals, and Hartmann 

2009). Others like (Tella and Virolainen 2005) attribute the main reason for better prices to 

increased negotiation power. The study of (Karjalainen 2011) shows that a central 
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procurement department can provide an average of 19% lower price than on the market, and 

37% lower under framework agreements. But, of course, the whole organization has to be 

loyal to the framework agreements to achieve the required volume, otherwise there will be a 

20 – 30% unrealized savings (Kulp et al. 2006).  

Economies of information and learning relate to sharing purchasing information and 

knowledge on suppliers, new technologies and internal users (O'Brien 2015). Common 

template or single process and toolkit for everyone in the organization establish a means of 

sharing key information. In particular, centralization assures the efficient use of available 

purchasing skills because categories are managed by specialists (Joyce 2006). By exchanging 

and sharing information about product specifications, organization-wide contracts, suppliers, 

prices, procedures, and supply market developments, business units can improve their 

financial results, and buying position (Rozemeijer 2000). 

Meanwhile, economies of process relate to establishing a common way of working, sharing 

best-practice procedures across the organization and decentralizing decision-making to 

purchasing units (Trautmann et al. 2009). Here, e-procurement solutions like catalogs are a 

means to achieve efficiency.  

Since category management requires some form of spend analysis, this in turn will provide an 

organization, especially a public agency, greater transparency and better framework 

agreements through improved market understanding (O'Brien 2015).  A clear indication of the 

value of this tool in the public sector is demonstrated by the US government’s Air Force 

Information Technology Commodity Council’s $4 million savings in 2003 after they analyzed 

and consolidated their desktop and notebook computer purchases (Tiboni 2004). Another 

large independent US governmental agency, the United States Postal Service, has achieved a 

reduction on its MRO suppliers from more than 1,000 to just two through a comprehensive 

spend analysis (Duffy 2005).  

If well executed, category management will result in dramatic value and benefits for an 

organization. ‘Value’ might take the form of reduction in price, cost drivers and supply chain 

risk, and improvement in business profitability (Future Purchasing 2015). The potential of 

category management in delivering substantial value to an organization was recently affirmed 
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in the 2016-17 Global Category Management Leadership Report (Future Purchasing 2017). 

The survey results were gathered from 320+ participants in 14 industry sectors across the 

globe.  

According to the report, by increasing the percentage of spend that is covered by category 

management, and by improving delivery from such approach, ‘leaders’ (respondents who are 

categorized as having embedded/optimized category management) have achieved €71,000 

savings per €1 million spend, compared to €26,000 for ‘followers’ (respondents who are 

categorized as ‘improving’, ‘basic’ or ‘not started’) – a near 3x performance difference. All in 

all, the total percentage that can be achieved by optimizing category management is estimated 

at 16.3% or €130,000 savings per €1 million spend (Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8 Category management savings rate 

Source: (Future Purchasing 2017) 

 

2.2 Procurement structure at category level 

According to (van Weele 2014), decentralization is preferable when unique and markedly 

different categories of goods or services are purchased by each business unit, while 

centralization becomes attractive when the same products or services are bought by several 

business units. However, in hybrid type of procurement structure, like the organization has in 

this thesis, there is a great challenge to identify the synergy potential of different categories 
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and the appropriate form of integration (Trautmann et al. 2009). Thus, the way an 

organization’s procurement structure is designed is dependent on the category related 

synergies across dispersed business units. (Monczka et al. 2011) also affirm that deploying 

procurement strategies should start at the category level.  

Here, I present a review on (Trautmann et al. 2009)’s framework on purchasing structure at 

category level which is a result from their study on large MNCs with hybrid procurement 

structures and had success with category management. Their research concludes that different 

categories require different ways of integration. 

Integration (or coordination) is the process of different groups, functions, or organizations 

working together, either formally or informally, physically or by information technology, on a 

strategy or problem to accomplish a common business-related goal (Monczka et al. 2011). In 

an organization with dispersed business units, like Organization A, coordination or integration 

of purchasing requirements across these units is not easy to master (Rozemeijer, Argan van, 

and Weggeman 2003).  

According to (Trautmann et al. 2009), the three contingencies of category characteristics, 

supply environment characteristics and interdependence of purchasing business units affect 

the level of integration in dispersed purchasing business units.  

Category characteristics include purchase novelty, purchase importance, category complexity 

and demand volatility (Table 2). These are internal to the organization and relates to 

organization’s purchasing experience on an item, degree of product customization, risk 

perceived and purchase volume, and demand fluctuations (Trautmann et al. 2009). These 

contingencies are recognized to significantly affect how purchasing organizations are 

designed across different categories. Supply environment characteristics, as described in Table 

2, are external to the organization. This includes the degree of item availability, uncertainty of 

supply as well as stability of supply (Trautmann et al. 2009). 
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Table 2 Factors affecting the integration level  

Source: (Trautmann et al. 2009, p. 60) 

 

Lastly, interdependence of purchasing business units relates to the interdependence of 

purchasing units that are located in different locations. This type of contingency is internal to 

the organization and creates higher task uncertainty (Tushman and Nadler 1978).  (Jain 2005) 

defines the three types of interdependence based on (Thompson 1967)’s contingency theory: 

– Pooled interdependence requires no interaction among purchasing business units 

because each unit performs separately. 

– Sequential interdependence requires one unit to complete its task before another unit 

can perform its task. 

– Reciprocal interdependence requires each unit’s output to serve as input to other units 

in the organization (Jain 2005).  

Interdependence is the expression of power structure in the supply chain (Emerson 1962).  In 

the case of buyer and supplier, power does not necessarily have to be zero-sum since buyer 

and supplier can each have power over each other making them interdependent. Or taking the 

case organization in this research for the IT hardware category, the central procurement unit is 

dependent on its business units to fulfill contract compliance. At the same time, the business 

units are dependent on the central procurement unit because it is the unit that is responsible 

for carrying out the strategic purchasing activity of selecting the supplier that can best deliver 

the right product at the right price.  
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2.2.1 Integration mechanisms 

The managerial tools to integration, referred to as integration mechanisms are divided into 

vertical and lateral mechanisms (Galbraith 1973, 1977, 2000). Vertical mechanisms include 

centralization, formalization, and information systems. Centralization is the degree to which 

decision making is delegated to the top level in an organization, while formalization describes 

the extent to which rules, procedures and communications are written down (Bozkurt, Kalkan, 

and Arman 2014). Lateral mechanisms are characterized by cross-functional teams in the 

form of category teams and a category manager (Trautmann et al. 2009).  

Both mechanisms vary in their capacity to facilitate information processing in an organization 

and the costs of use (both managerial time and monetary costs).  For instance, the use of 

vertical mechanism like centralization needs less investments but their capability to facilitate 

information processing is lower than that of lateral mechanisms. While the use of numerous 

complex lateral mechanisms may require high investments, it facilitates high information 

processing. Because of different information processing requirements, effective management 

of dispersed sourcing units requires implementation of different types of integration 

mechanisms (Trautmann et al. 2009).  

Table 3 is (Trautmann et al. 2009)’s framework which illustrates the different integration 

mechanisms to exploit purchasing synergy potential in a category management initiative. 
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Table 3 Overview on integration mechanisms 

Source: (Trautmann et al. 2009, p. 64) 

 

2.2.2 Economies of scale  

Category characteristics of categories with synergy potentials as economies of scale are 

standardized with similar specifications across business units, low risk and subject to few 

design changes. Hence there is low purchasing uncertainty since purchasing task can be 

planned for and requires less need to collect more information during task execution. In 

addition, the supply market is characterized with high competition, transparent market, and 

suppliers can deliver cost-effectively to the different locations of their customers (Trautmann, 

Bals, and Hartmann 2009). In terms of interdependence, uncertainty is high. The purchasing 

units are characterized by reciprocal interdependence because the strategic purchasing 

activities are concentrated at one location (Trautmann et al. 2009). To exploit economies of 
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scale, contract compliance is a must. When reciprocal interdependence is high, the 

information processing requirement and integration mechanisms are also high, hence the need 

to use both vertical and lateral mechanisms (Trautmann et al. 2009).  

To achieve economies of scale, strategic purchasing process is centralized to a category 

manager while the daily purchasing is decentralized. Standardized purchasing process and 

information systems must also be in place. Lastly, category management teams are the 

appropriate lateral mechanisms for organizations to exploit economies of scale for these 

categories (Trautmann et al. 2009) (see Table 3).  

2.2.3 Economies of information and learning  

Here, the category being purchased is characterized by high purchasing uncertainty since the 

category characteristics are high level of complexity, volatile demand pattern, high category 

performance and either new buy or modified rebuy (Trautmann et al. 2009). The complexity 

of the category requires careful analysis, extra information and additional effort to handle the 

purchase because these are mostly project-based purchases. While these are primarily related 

to category characteristics, uncertainty can also be induced by factors external to the 

organization, stemming from the supply environment (Trautmann, Bals, and Hartmann 2009).  

The supply environment is characterized by a low number of suppliers and fluctuating prices. 

Further, substitution possibilities are not prevalent, and supply market is lacking transparency. 

Because of this high level of uncertainty, there is a need to obtain more detailed supply 

market information in order to identify feasible suppliers that can provide the right quality in 

right demand quantities and for the right price (Trautmann, Bals, and Hartmann 2009). This 

gives an indication that business units can benefit by exchanging category and market 

information which creates a high reciprocal interdependence. And when reciprocal 

interdependence between business units is high, the need for integration mechanisms with 

high information processing capacity is also high. Thus (Trautmann et al. 2009) again suggest 

the use of both vertical and lateral mechanisms (see Table 3).  

To attain economies of information and learning, information systems are to be in place for 

transparency on contracts, suppliers and prices as well as best-price comparisons across 
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business units. Further, decision making is to be centralized to a category manager who in 

some cases approves request for quotation (RFQ) and sourcing decision and in other cases 

assumes responsibility for the whole purchasing process. As a lateral mechanism, the category 

manager acts as a liaison between different units by ensuring that dispersed knowledge across 

these units are aggregated (Trautmann et al. 2009).   

2.2.4 Economies of process  

This third synergy form is characterized by low purchasing uncertainty since the category 

characteristics are straight rebuys, highly standardized, low importance, and regular or 

recurring demand pattern. The supply environment of the categories is stable and transparent 

with large competitive suppliers and high supply availability (Trautmann et al. 2009). As 

opposed to the previous two synergies where interdependence is reciprocal, here it is pooled. 

Pooled interdependence exists when purchasing business units are capable of executing the 

purchasing task independently once new purchasing processes are implemented and 

established.  

The major challenge for this category is the demand planning because of high number of 

purchasing transactions. Purchasers may spend 80 per cent of their time on less than 20 per 

cent of their spend volume, hence minimizing transaction costs is the ultimate goal 

(Trautmann et al. 2009). In order to create an appropriate information processing capacity that 

fits the category requirements, the authors suggest the use of multiple vertical mechanisms, 

such as organization wide standardization of best practice processes and use of e-procurement 

solutions, without the lateral mechanisms (as shown in Table 3).  

2.2.5 Responsibility of managing synergies 

(Rozemeijer 2000) points out in his study that one of the most critical issues in managing 

purchasing synergies from economies of scale, information and learning, and process is the 

issue of responsibility. He also points out that in a purchasing synergy initiative, there are four 

parties that play a significant role in managing them: 1) the CPO, 2) the chief executive 

officer (CEO), 3) the business unit management, and 4) the business unit purchasing 

management. Each of them has a specific role and responsibility, and the better the 
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relationships are structured, the more successful the purchasing synergy initiative will be. 

They should maintain a relationship since (Rozemeijer 2000)’s study results show that 

without a mandate from the CEO, it is very difficult for a CPO to change the behavior of 

business unit managers. The CPO will have the supporting role because in the end, he should 

be responsible (Rozemeijer 2000).   

Figure 9 shows the nature of relationship between these four. The arrows show a two-way 

relationship and the same intensity (line thickness), but according to (Rozemeijer 2000)’s 

study, it can be one-way and/or more intense (in terms of involvement and communication) in 

practice.  

 

Figure 9 Relationship assessment diagram 

Source: (Rozemeijer 2000, p. 11) 

 

2.3 Public procurement  

(van Weele 2014) defines procurement as the buying of all goods, services, capabilities and 

knowledge which are necessary for running, maintaining and managing an organization’s 

primary and support activities at the most favorable conditions. It involves the recognition of 

purchasing needs, supplier selection, order issuance, delivery of the goods or services, and 

payment of suppliers.  

When the purchase of goods or services is conducted by governments or state-owned 

enterprises, it is called public procurement (Uyarra and Flanagan 2010). Similarly, the 
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(European Commission 2017) defines public procurement as “the process by which public 

authorities, such as government departments or local authorities, purchase work, goods or 

services from companies”.  

2.3.1 Public procurement structures  

One of the key debates in the organization literature concerns the relationship between 

strategy and structure. The term «structure follows strategy» is famously coined by (Chandler 

1962). The author argues that every strategic change in an organization will cause new 

administrative problems such as personnel and facilities which in turn require a new structure 

for the strategy to be successfully implemented. This concept, however, is argued by other 

authors, (Hall and Saias 1980), who suggest that strategy precedes structure. While 

(Mintzberg 1990) takes a balanced view noting that none takes precedence over the other, and 

both strategy and structure support any type of organization.  

In this section, the different purchasing structures that are prevalent, especially in the public 

sector, are presented. The purpose is not only to present the different public purchasing 

structures, but also to identify the most advantageous structure for different categories. 

The different types of procurement structures used in the private sectors are well researched. 

According to (Johnson, Leenders, and Flynn 2011), the typical procurement organization 

structures are centralized, decentralized and hybrid. While other authors refer to them as 

coordinated devolved, centralized and consultative (Lysons and Farrington 2012) or 

centralized, decentralized, coordinated and hybrid (Mena, Hoek, and Christopher 2014). 

In the public sector where the policy making, authority and process are established according 

to hierarchy, the three common procurement structures are centralized, decentralized and 

centralized/decentralized, according to (McCue and Pitzer 2000) (see Figures 10, 11 and 12). 

Centralized procurement structure 

A fully centralized organizational form exists when purchasing is handled by one special 

department (Joyce 2006). (McCue and Pitzer 2000) also suggest that centralized purchasing 

means that the full authority and responsibility for the purchasing function is assigned to a 
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central purchasing department to ensure integrity of the purchasing process. This is the 

traditional form of public procurement system as it replicates the hierarchical form of control 

and command. This is most suited for managing relationships with critical suppliers, 

implementing organization-wide best practices, developing electronic procurement systems, 

managing critical commodities, negotiating organization-wide supply contracts, and 

standardizing procurement processes (Monczka et al. 2011). Centralized structure is also 

preferable when several units buy similar goods (Trautmann et al. 2009). 

 

Figure 10 Centralized public procurement structure 

Source: adapted from (McCue and Pitzer 2000) 

 

But centralization has its drawbacks. Among those mentioned in literature are maverick 

buying, difficulty of controlling processes remotely, excessive overhead costs and slow 

responses to issues from business units (Karjalainen 2011). Bundling can also decrease 

competition because small suppliers will be unable to compete due to the large purchasing 

volumes, and oligopolies might be formed in the market (Nollet et al. 2008). In the public 

tendering procedures, there is real concern that too few suppliers can fulfill the total volume 

requirements (Caldwell et al. 2005). 

Decentralized procurement structure 

The second organization form is a purely decentralized structure. This exists when there is no 

central purchasing department. The different business units do their own purchasing and are 

responsible for the outcome of their purchasing practices. This structure is also preferable 
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when several units buy unique or different products since bundling common requirements will 

only provide limited savings or advantages (vanWeele 2010, p. 284) 

 

Figure 11 Decentralized public procurement structure 

Source: adapted from (McCue and Pitzer 2000) 

 

 

According to (Cousins et al. 2008), the disadvantage of decentralization stem largely from 

corrupt and opportunistic suppliers that charge different business units with different prices 

for the same product category. Other disadvantages include lack of standardization, limited 

expertise, reduced leverage (that exists when purchases are not consolidated), and less 

opportunities of cross-functional collaboration  (Lysons and Farrington 2012). Moreover, 

decentralized purchasing may lead to a loss of spend oversight as it will be difficult to control 

spend (Cousins et al. 2008).  

However, decentralized purchasing is not without its advantages. Several benefits of 

decentralization are closer to users, better understanding of business unit needs, response time 

to divisional needs may be rapid, closer relationships with suppliers and lower transportation 

costs (Lysons and Farrington 2012).  

Hybrid procurement structure  

The last public purchasing system is the centralized/decentralized model. It exists when 

purchasing function is decentralized but strategy and sourcing control are coordinated by the 

central procurement team. Needless to say, the hybrid structure encapsulates the advantages 

of the previous two purchasing structures. 
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Figure 12 Hybrid public procurement structure 

Source: adapted from (McCue and Pitzer 2000) 

 

The division of tasks for this purchasing model will then be that the activities up to and 

including completion of contract or framework agreement and contract management are 

centralized to the central procurement department, while the activities after contracting like 

creating a purchase order (PO) or performing goods receipt (GR) are decentralized to the 

business units (Karjalainen 2011).  

The case organization in this research, a municipal government, has a hybrid model of 

procurement where the central procurement unit sets the guidelines but the day to day 

purchasing is at the business unit level. They purchase a lot of goods and services from office 

to medical supplies and from maintenance to health services. For every purchase, the 

municipal government strives at making sure everything is purchased in adherence to the 

public procurement principles. 

2.3.2 Principles of public procurement 

Procurement in public sector demands a balance between internal efficiency as well as 

external conditions regarding corporate social responsibility. The overriding principles are 

public accountability, transparency, open to competition, confidentiality, integrity and value 

for money (Ekambaram, Kumaraswamy, and Ng 2003) (see Figure 13). 

Expenditures by governments are funded by the taxpayers money that they are expected to 

operate with a sense of efficiency and accountability (Matthews 2005) on the way public 
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funds are managed. All necessary information, including the selection procedures and 

evaluation criteria, should be provided to the tenderers for increased transparency 

(Ekambaram, Kumaraswamy, and Ng 2003).  

 

Figure 13 Principles of public procurement 

 

To promote open and fair competition, the government should treat all tenderers in an 

equitable manner without any discrimination or bias (Ekambaram, Kumaraswamy, and Ng 

2003). Information like trade secrets of tenderers should also be protected to ensure adequate 

confidentiality (OECD 2009). Specific measures and mechanisms for the monitoring of public 

procurement and the detection and sanctioning of misconduct are to be put in place to prevent 

risks to integrity in public procurement (OECD 2009). Clear integrity standards should be set, 

and be followed. 

To improve value for money, selection of supplier should consider competitiveness, 

compliance with requirements, reliability of performance, qualitative superiority, and life-

cycle costs (Ekambaram, Kumaraswamy, and Ng 2003). Value for money is to pay for a good 

or service only to the extent that its quality or availability is justified (Glendinning 1988). In 

complex or big projects, value for money can be derived through comprehensive tendering 

process, which occurs in two distinct stages: 1) identifying properly the competent bidders 

based on assessment of their best value delivery potentials, and 2) selecting the optimal bid 
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based on an assessment of identified best value parameters (Ekambaram, Kumaraswamy, and 

Ng 2003). On the other hand, in simple or small projects, price-based competition is the focus 

since analyzing all value elements in detail may not be optimal.  

Although tendering is a valuable tool for the public sector, it is a considerable cost to the 

government as it requires time and resources (Emmett and Wright 2011).  It is a burdensome 

process since to send information, handle queries, and read and evaluate tenders can be 

extensive, increasing with the number of received tenders (Heijboer and Telgen 2002). 

However, the study of (Karjalainen 2011) suggests that centralizing the procurement structure 

in public sector eliminates this burdensome process, and at the same time significant volume 

discounts from pooling can be achieved. 
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3 Research methodology 

In this section, the research method, the different techniques for data collection and the 

trustworthiness of this thesis are presented.  

3.1 Research method 

In this thesis, one type of research methods is utilized: case study. A case study has been used 

to understand the category management practice in Organization A and the integration of 

purchasing activities. A case study can be defined as “an intensive study of a single unit for 

the purpose of understanding a larger class of (similar) units”(Gerring 2004, p. 342). The 

case study is a preferred research methodology when the researchers seek to understand “how” 

or “why” something occur or is as it is (Yin 2014); or when a bounded system is the main 

focus of the study (Merriam 1998). Case studies can involve single case studies, multiple case 

studies or longitudinal case studies where data can be collected by means of several tools like 

observations, interviews and documents (Yin 2014, Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2012).   

In this thesis, the decision to use a case study method was made because this study proposes 

to obtain a depth of understanding on how procurement activities at the category level in a 

municipal government in Norway are integrated, which cannot be answered through 

experimentation. The main focus of my study is also a bounded system, that is, one 

organization within the public sector. Further, case study method allows me to do statistics 

analysis, conduct interviews, and read internal reports and documents from Organization A. 

However, I have no intention to test a theory or collect quantitative data that will lead to 

generalizability, but instead present Organization A’s situation (Arbnor and Bjerke 1997).  

3.2 Data collection 

Data collection is considered to be extremely important for doing case studies. As (Stevens et 

al. 2006, Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2012) point out, there are two types of data, namely, 

the primary data and secondary data. Primary data are data collected specifically for the 

research project being undertaken. This data can be obtained through observation, the use of 

interviews and the use of questionnaires. Secondary data are archives such as books, journals, 
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newspapers, surveys, and government publications. This may also include internal firm 

documents such as purchasing data and financial reports. These may be available by 

permission of the party collecting the data, free to access, or may require payment fee (Ellram 

and Tate 2016).  

I chose a combination of documents, spend data analysis and interviews as the data collection 

methods for my research because according to (Yin 2003) this triangulated methodology is a 

major strength for case study data collection (see Figure 14). Overall, the objective has been 

to gain an in-depth understanding on how purchasing category management is practiced in 

Organization A, and also the integration between the central procurement unit and the 

different purchasing business units. As a result, some recommendations were presented, such 

as loyalty to framework agreements, increase usage of e-procurement, supplier master data 

clean up, aggregate requirements, standardize specifications, install catalog agreements for 

low value, low importance routine items, eliminate contract duplication, leverage spend 

analysis, adapt the right integration mechanisms, involve top management in driving change 

across the organization, and standardize common way of working, just to name a few. 

 

Figure 14 Data triangulation 
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3.2.1 Interviews 

The interviews with the Procurement Manager and Procurement Advisor were conducted 

face-to-face at their offices. These interviews were held in the municipal government’s 

finance department premises during the period from 15 December 2016 to 9 March 2017. 

Prior to each interview, I sent out an email explaining the key features of the research and 

outlining the probable questions to be addressed in the interview. In this email, I also asked 

them to specify the date and time that were convenient for them to have the interview. The 

interview schedule within the municipality is outlined in Table 4. 

 

Table 4 Interview schedule 

 

In line with the recommendations of (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2012), I used both the 

in-depth and semi-structured interviews as the method of collecting the primary data for this 

study. Because of the explorative nature of the study, the authors recommend that these two 

interview types allow the use of probing questions, where responses from the informants can 

be explored, and the use of open questions, where informants can define and describe a 

situation. If structured interviews were used then it would limit the data collection for they 

only support the descriptive aspect.  

The probing and open questions were used to understand Organization A’s problem better (i.e. 

what categories are centrally managed, how is the purchasing of different categories across 

dispersed business units integrated, what challenges are they experiencing) as well as 

understand the relationship between the central procurement department and the different 

purchasing business units in the municipality. 
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Moreover, all the interviews were audio-recorded, which allowed me to fully concentrate on 

asking questions and responding to the interviewees’ answers.  Full transcription of the audio-

recorded interviews was done by me, which enabled me to get a good grasp of the collected 

data. 

3.2.2 Documents  

Documentary secondary data regarding category management, and public procurement were 

gathered from books, government reports, some online publications, and existing research 

publications and literatures from Science Direct, ProQuest and Google Scholar databases. 

Furthermore, details about Organization A’s tender notice publications were accessed from 

Doffin or Mercell websites. Additionally, sources of company documentation included 

various internal reports, purchasing statistics data, RFQs, letters issued to bidders and supplier 

invoices.  

When I collected information of past supplier invoices for seven hours, I had to do it in the 

procurement department’s premises whereby I was given access to their accounting system. 

The information from these invoices was used to calculate the price variation across different 

suppliers for the office and school supplies category. A sample size of 422 out of 1,589 

transactions was assessed. 

On the other hand, the 2015 purchasing statistics data were obtained from the Purchasing 

Manager of the municipality. About 30,222 transactions from the purchasing statistics were 

used in the spend analysis by category, number of transactions or suppliers. Conducting this 

purchasing spend analysis was important in counteracting the biases of the interviews because 

interviews can be subjective. However, the spend data was only obtained from the internal 

accounting system of the municipality, and did not consider supplier internal data. Further, I 

did not pursue to correct the spend data limitations such as coding errors and supplier master 

code duplication.  

A list of the internal documents analyzed is shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5 Internal documents used in data analysis 

 

3.3 Validity and reliability  

According to (Ellram 1996), researchers must be concerned with reliability and validity. 

Reliability boils down to consistency – the extent to which a study could be repeated over 

time and across researchers and methods (Miles and Huberman 1994). In the context of 

qualitative research, reliability is concerned with this question: If multiple field-workers are 

involved, do they have comparable data collection protocols?(Miles and Huberman 1994). To 

bolster reliability, I am the only person who did all interviews and conducted the spend 

analysis therefore the problem of differences in data collection procedures has been 

eliminated.  

Validity, on the other hand, refers to whether the method really provides a good measure of 

what it intends to measure (Bryman and Bell 2011). It is strengthened by triangulation and use 

of feedback loops (Meyer 2001). Triangulation is the use of multiple sources of evidence to 

establish good measures for the problem that is being studied. My study responds to these 

requirements because multiple sources of data were used, various spend categories were 

examined, and key procurement personnel at different levels and had different roles were 

interviewed.  

However, in the case of interviews, researcher’s personal bias can affect the validity of the 

study. To avoid this problem, I had the interviews recorded then transcribed. Also, I made use 

of feedback loops where I had informants review the documented responses to ensure that 

there were no misunderstandings and that their responses were captured accurately. Further, I 

made use of quantitative data like the purchasing statistics data. This was important to 

counteract the biases from interviews as two different informants may have different views 
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which result to different answers for the same question. Lastly, I sent a preliminary draft of 

the thesis paper to the Procurement Manager for comments and to validate the factual 

description. These processes increased the accuracy of the study, corroborated facts, and 

hence, increased validity and reliability (Yin 2014).  
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4 Empirical background 

This section of the research provides the empirical data obtained during the study.  

4.1 Organization background 

Organization A has a traditional functional organization structure with five separate functional 

divisions. The functional divisions include responsibility for finance, health and care services, 

technical and cultural affairs, personnel and administration, and education (Figure 15). 

Functional organization even extends to the business unit layout. Each division has its own 

division head and the business units with their own managers. But the person who has the 

authority to delegate the execution of defined tasks and responsibilities in each division or 

business unit is the chief municipal executive or rådmann who sits at the city council.  

 

Figure 15 Organization chart 

 

4.2 Organizational structure 

4.2.1 Procurement structure 

The procurement structure of Organization A is a mixed hybrid model as the purchasing 

function is shared between the central procurement unit and the 184 business units, but the 

management structures in contracting and procurement are centralized (see Figure 16). Every 
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one of these business units can also decide independently on the use of their budgets, 

allocated by the municipality’s city council, for purchases, and the operational daily 

purchasing is decentralized.  

 

Figure 16 Hybrid procurement structure 

 

The central procurement unit is under the umbrella of the municipal’s Finance Division which 

is headed by the assistant chief municipal executive. It has a procurement manager and three 

other procurement professionals at the functional level, where two work exclusively for the 

municipality and the other two works for the group of municipalities where the municipal 

government has a collaborative procurement arrangement. These are the same people who 

also generate the procurement procedures and guidelines for the hybrid organization to follow. 

In addition, they serve as the category managers with spend on specific categories like office 

supplies, IT hardware and consultancy services, and facilitate the tendering procedures for 

framework agreements normally valued above the Norwegian national threshold of NOK 1.1 

million.   

All the municipality’s units, such as finance, health care services, technical and cultural 

affairs, personnel and administration, and education, are recommended to use these 

framework agreements. The major contributing factors for using framework agreements are 

the desire to gain purchasing savings by pooling the large volumes of the municipality’s 

purchases and standardization of processes. In spite of these facts, the framework agreements 

have, however, been estimated by the municipality’s Procurement Manager to have a low 

usage rate.  

The rest of the purchasing organization is distributed on divisions and business units 

throughout the organization. 138 purchasers are responsible for the small value purchases and 
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30 purchasers are delegated the purchasing role for high value items. The category team 

members also come from the different purchasing business units.  

Purchase of capital expenditures like IT systems, cars and furniture are carried out by these 

business units. Occasionally, the central procurement unit assists them in making the 

specification and criteria, or the RFQ, and sends the offers to qualified suppliers. They are 

also allowed to purchase goods or services without informing the central procurement unit as 

long as the transactions are below the Norwegian national threshold of NOK 1.1 million.    

Currently, Organization A has intercommunal procurement cooperation with eleven other 

municipalities. The main motivation for this is to streamline the procurement processes 

through framework agreements and with increased volume gives greater bargaining power 

and reduced transaction costs for them. 

4.2.2 Category team 

As briefly mentioned in the previous section, the category core team in Organization A is a 

cross-functional team comprising a small group of representatives from across the different 

business units in the municipality plus a category manager (see Figures 16 and 17). These 

business unit representatives are appointed by the head of their departments, and are only 

fulfilling a part-time task as their main tasks are related to the core function of their unit (for 

instance, an IT engineer from the IT department, or a doctor from the hospital).  Members 

have expertise in technological efficiency of an IT hardware or software, or quality of medical 

supplies, and they are capable to develop sourcing strategies in these categories. Each member 

contributes unique insight into the development of criteria for supplier selection, according to 

the Procurement Manager. For the extended team, it is comprised of the different stakeholders 

in the municipality – the different business units who purchase certain products or services, 

end-users, city council, suppliers and taxpayers. 
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Figure 17 Category team structure 

 

Leading the team is a representative from the central procurement unit. This employee serves 

as the team leader – or category manager – who is responsible for the development of the 

sourcing strategy for the group, the contracting and the implementation. The category 

manager has the sole responsibility for managing several categories, while the team members 

are only there to support the category manager to develop the contract requirements, attend 

meetings and work as part of the team. 

Generally, two or three team meetings are conducted to work on the category sourcing 

strategy. The team prepares a forecast of what and how much will be purchased as well as the 

evaluating criteria for the awarding of contract or framework agreement. Evaluating criteria 

varies on different categories, which may include some or all of those that are mentioned 

below: 

– Price 

– Quality 

– Service 

– Environment impact 

– Performance parameters 

– Operations/scheduling/technical capability 

– User-friendly ordering system 
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– Certifications and competence of supplier’s personnel.  

Depending on the characteristics of the category and complexity of the evaluation criteria, the 

number of hours that this team uses – from development to tendering and implementation – 

varies per category project. For instance, around 300 hours was used for medical supplies 

category, and 244 hours was used for office and school supplies but only a half of that was 

used for the photocopier paper. Reason behind the difference was the number of products and 

specifications that were included in the contract. For the photocopier paper, there are 18 

product specifications of A3 and A4 paper, while the office and school supplies category has 

179 products and 488 different products and specifications for medical supplies. Other 

contributing factors are when complaints are received during the tendering process which 

entails additional time and resources to evaluate the complaints and give feedback, or the 

tendering process has to be run again because of these complaints. For example, the category 

team consumed 350 hours for contract labor category because of received complaints when 

tender was published.  

4.2.3 The categories 

The municipal government has around 40 areas of spend or categories. Previously, these 

categories were created as per discussion and agreement between the Head of Finance and 

some people in the department as well as the management group in the municipal government. 

These categories were identified based on their internal spend data and forecasts. Over the 

years, it has evolved and fine-tuned to current state, and is now managed by the Procurement 

Manager. 

However, most categories are too wide. Like the Samlepost annet forbruksmateriell 

(miscellaneous consumables), NOK 21.1 million of purchased goods and services are posted 

to this account instead of classifying them to the correct category. And this is because the 

purchasers are unsure as to which category the invoice belongs to or probably the training is 

not enough, the Procurement Manager explains:  
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“I think that’s because people are insecure where they should park the invoice. So they just 

put in this one. It is up to the leader of that department to train them properly. Maybe some of 

them are not trained well enough.” 

(Procurement Manager, February 9, 2017) 

From the 2015 purchasing data obtained from the municipal government, this research 

identified the top 10 categories by descending number of suppliers, transactions and value of 

purchase, which are illustrated in Figures 18 to 20. As shown in Figure 18, the category that 

has the highest level of spend is building and construction at NOK 255.6 million (which 

includes investments and operating costs).  Meanwhile in Figures 19 and 20, the category of 

trainings and seminars represents the highest number of suppliers within it with 233 suppliers, 

and food category as the category with the highest number of transactions at 4,108 in 2015, 

respectively.   

 

Figure 18 Pareto chart of spend by category 
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Figure 19 Pareto chart of spend analysis of suppliers by category 

 

 

Figure 20 Pareto chart of spend analysis of business volume by category 
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Cost savings potential and efficiency are the most used criteria when Organization A decides 

which categories to prioritize or focus their efforts on and work on a framework agreement. 

Specifically, these are the high value, high volume categories. However, as the Procurement 

Manager claims, they don’t have standardized tools or methods in calculating the potential 

savings: 

“Our decisions are mostly based on what we think will save us the most, or contribute to 

better services or a more effective organization. At the end of the day, much of it is about 

efficiency and economic efficiency - price. Because what saves us time, saves us money. So 

it’s a way to make the organization more effective.” 

(Procurement Manager, November 29, 2016) 

Before conducting the tender process for these framework agreements regardless of the nature 

of categories, the municipality reaches out to companies or potential bidders and promotes the 

existence of a forthcoming tender that might potentially be interesting for them. Advertising a 

tender opportunity is important for the municipal government to ensure that adequate 

competition exists and that achievable requirements are developed. Since last year, the 

municipality has started communicating this through different routes:  

– Publication on www.mercell.no (a web based procurement /e-tendering portal) 

– Direct contact with potential suppliers through phone call, physical meeting or Skype 

meeting. 

In all cases, the municipality asks questions such as: 

“Is there any criteria or something that makes it difficult for you to deliver or make it 

uninteresting?” 

“Could we do something different that would give us a better price?” 

At present, the central procurement unit oversees about 21 framework agreements which are 

mostly outsourced services. While under the intercommunal cooperation, it has 20 framework 

agreements with different suppliers within the categories of office and school supplies, food, 

cleaning, medical supplies, catering, and others. The list of framework agreements is shown in 

http://www.mercell.no/
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Table 6. These are purchases above the Norwegian national threshold of NOK 1.1 million, 

and are acquired mostly through open tender procedure. The agreements have been the same 

for the last five years because of high employee turnover and lack of capacity at the central 

procurement unit to work on other categories.  But the evaluation criteria are improved and 

modified in accordance with the prevailing market condition or business needs before a new 

tender is conducted, according to the Procurement Manager. 

 

Table 6 Framework agreement list 

 

Because of the hybrid purchasing organization and lack of capacity at the central procurement 

unit, some commodities like IT systems, furniture, and cars are purchased without informing 

the central procurement unit. These are single procurements that are carried out by the 

different business units in the municipal government, and each transaction can be below or 

above the Norwegian national threshold of NOK 1.1 million.    

4.3 Processes and tools 

4.3.1 Organization-wide processes 

Some of Organization A’s procurement procedures and guidelines are readily available in the 

intranet for everyone’s easy access. These include the framework of procurement laws, 

internal policies, archiving procedures, and a procurement handbook which provides the 

requirements for workflow processes such as ordering, performing receipt, inspection and 

processing payments. Templates for tenders, protocols, and contract documents are also 

available in the intranet. 
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Further, information on existing framework agreements such as the terms and conditions, 

price lists, and contact persons within the organization and the supplier can be found in the 

intranet. All these are updated and managed on a manual system based on Excel, Outlook and 

SharePoint. 

However, there is no documentation with regards to category sourcing process. The central 

procurement unit believes that because there are only four them, whereby they can discuss 

things together on a daily basis and have experience with contracts, process documentation is 

not necessary. There is ‘trust’ that each of them will make the best decision about how to 

carry out the process. It also gives them more ‘flexibility’ to procure goods and services since 

each category is unique and the approach can be different every time. The Procurement 

Manager also believes that such documentation only works if an organization has no central 

procurement unit and if the size of the organization is big.  

4.3.2 Spend analytics 

Although spend analysis can be used to sort important categories, identify savings 

opportunities and measure contract compliance, the central procurement unit does not use it a 

lot and has not been a priority since they don’t have the spend analytics technology. The 

organization only started to do spend analysis when the current procurement manager joined 

the procurement unit. The reasoning here, is that the spend data or purchasing statistics data 

have to be downloaded from the accounting system to Excel. Once data is extracted, it has to 

be scrubbed carefully before analyzing it to locate inconsistencies and incomplete fields. 

The spend data identify purchasing business units by a Business Unit Number. Suppliers have 

their own Supplier Number. Some suppliers, however, have more than one supplier number or 

supplier name even though they contain the same company tax registration number (Table 7). 

This means that simple statistical analysis of spend data can fail to reveal true contracting 

totals for these suppliers.  
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Table 7 Preview of supplier master data 

 

In addition, some data elements are missing significant data like the category name. A total of 

1,368 transactions with the total value of NOK 31.8 million are unclassified in 2015. Another 

limitation is that some categories cover a wide range of purchased goods and services that it is 

difficult to drill down to details. Moreover, specific items are not coded so the accounting 

system can only provide general information on the type of good or service purchased. 

The spend data also contains ‘dirty data’, where information had been incorrectly entered. For 

instance, when looking at the Miscellaneous consumables account, some purchases like office 

supplies, hotel, cleaning supplies, rentals and others are parked in this account and not to their 

respective categories. Thus this category is not included in the Pareto spend analysis 

presented in Figures 18 to 20 (Section 4.2.3). The spend data for this account is shown in 

Figure 21. 
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Figure 21 Miscellaneous consumables spend data 2015 

 

So with these limitations, conducting spend analysis is both time consuming and labor 

intensive at the moment. But, according to the Procurement Manager, they have currently 

purchased a new business technology called Visma BI (Business Intelligence). A tool he 

hopes can automate the spend analysis report, provide real time information, and generate 

quality spend data. 

4.3.3 E-procurement tools 

To support and deliver benefits of category management, Organization A started to use an 

online portal (www.mercell.no) last year. MERCELL is a type of e-sourcing tool that can be 

used from the development of category sourcing strategy to tendering and contract awarding. 

The portal is designed to be the starting point for the category team to work on the criteria for 

each category. This tool also serves as a medium to communicate with potential suppliers for 

the development of evaluation criteria of a contract.  

All suppliers’ feedbacks received through this portal are consolidated and considered by the 

category team. After taking into consideration these feedbacks, the contract requirements are 

finalized and the tender process is conducted. All tenders are published online through 

MERCELL, and depending on the threshold value will be posted automatically to either 

DOFFIN or TED websites. For tenders above the Norwegian national threshold of NOK 1.1 

http://www.mercell.no/
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million, procurement notices are announced via DOFFIN, Norway’s national public 

procurement database (Doffin). For public tenders above the EEA threshold of NOK 1.75 

million, a publication in TED (Tenders Electronic Daily) database is posted. TED is a 

database where suppliers across Europe can compete for public contracts in other European 

countries (European Union 2016). These tenders are also published in DOFFIN. 

Once the team reaches the consensus, the successful and unsuccessful bidders are informed on 

the decision on the award of contract through MERCELL. At the same time, the contract can 

only be signed until the end of the 10 day period. This is called the Standstill or Alcatel period 

where unsuccessful bidders can challenge or appeal the decision (Emmett and Wright 2011) 

of the municipality. Any complaints can be lodged through MERCELL. Usually, the 

unsuccessful bidders will require the municipality to provide details on all received bids. 

However, particular details may not be released if they constitute trade secrets. When no 

complain is lodged during the so-called Standstill period, the contract is awarded to the 

winning bidder. Signing of contract or framework agreement is done electronically through 

MERCELL. 

Aside from MERCELL which serves as an electronic support tool, the organization has 

implemented an e-commerce solution for electronic catalog ordering and electronic invoice 

matching or posting. Yet not all business unit purchasers use this tool. A few of them still buy 

in stores, place an order by phone or send an order by fax.  
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5 Case analysis  

This section includes a discussion of the main findings in the case study and relates these 

findings to the theoretical perspectives outlined in the literature review. To elucidate these 

findings, the following paragraphs focus on explaining how category management can be 

improved from the perspective of a structure using a category-based approach. By this, seven 

categories are analyzed based on the possible synergy benefits of economies of process, 

economies of scale and economies of information and learning. First, the contingency factors 

of category characteristics, supply environment and interdependence of purchasing units are 

presented; thereafter the corresponding integration mechanisms are applied. 

5.1 Designing the procurement structure at category level 

To design the procurement structure at the category level in Organization A, I applied 

(Trautmann et al. 2009)’s framework. The framework, as mentioned earlier, is to achieve the 

fit between the required information processing needs and the information processing capacity 

of the organization.  

Here, seven of Organization A’s categories are assessed on their respective information 

processing requirements, and an effective way of managing these categories is suggested 

through the three contingencies of category characteristics, supply environment and 

interdependence of purchasing units, as suggested by (Trautmann et al. 2009). For each group, 

the appropriate level of integration mechanisms are applied to achieve a fit of information 

processing capacity to the extent required.   

Table 8 and 9 provide detailed description of each category.  
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Table 8 Organization A’s category description 

 

 

Table 9 Organization A’s category characteristics 

 

 

5.1.1 Categories with economies of scale 

The categories ‘IT hardware’, ‘office and school supplies’, ‘photocopier paper’ and ‘printing 

supplies’ with high economies of scale as the motive for category management were chosen 

as a sample on how Organization A should structure its purchasing organization at the 

category level.  
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The ‘IT hardware’ category is necessary for most of the organization’s workforce sitting in 

offices or at schools. This is mainly desktops, laptops, and tablets which represents capital 

expenditures, and is posted under ‘Fixed Assets’ (see Appendix 2 Organization A’s 2015 

spend data). Currently, the ‘Fixed Assets’ category is too wide and does not only contain IT 

hardware but also some other IT related products like application software, security software 

and accessories. Organization A has a plan to break down this category into a number of sub 

categories. 

Based on the conducted spend analysis, some users purchase different specifications, like for 

instance, one business unit bought a Hewlett-Packard hybrid laptop which costs 8,553kr and 

another bought a Hewlett-Packard ProBook laptop which costs 7,975kr.  

Here, there is an opportunity for Organization A to standardize requirements and 

specifications of IT hardware. Let’s say its 184 business units require five laptops per year. If 

the specification for each unit is different, then approaching the market with a request to quote 

920 laptops, consist of five of each of two or three different types of unit then the aggregation 

without standardization is of little value. As another option, if Organization A can standardize 

its IT hardware configurations for common requirements  and approach the market with a 

specification of a single laptop and a requirement of 920 units, then they would achieve some 

economies of scale on that model, says (Smith 2014). With common requirements and 

harmonized specifications, the demand planning for this category would be easy. Hence, 

purchasing uncertainty will be low for ‘IT hardware’ category. 

On the other hand, as shown in Table 6 under Section 4.2.3, there are three separate contracts 

of printing supplies, office and school supplies, and photocopier paper. The contract for 

‘printing supplies’ is mainly toners and ink cartridges, while ‘photocopier paper’ is mainly 

photocopier paper. While the framework agreement for ‘office and school supplies’ has to do 

with materials required for daily use in offices and schools as well as printing supplies except 

toners and ink cartridges.  

Printing supplies, photocopier paper, and office and school supplies are spend of similar 

goods from similar supply source, according to (O'Brien 2015). Therefore, Organization A is 

awarding multiple contracts for similar goods which results to unnecessary procurement 
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activity duplication and increases administrative costs both to the organization and its 

suppliers. Contracting is also made overly complex with specifications that are overly 

prescriptive. For instance, the RFQ for photocopier paper contains one requirement for A5 

paper, but six different specifications for A3 paper and twelve dissimilar specifications for A4 

paper (see Appendix 3). 

From the conducted spend data analysis, Table 10 illustrates the significant variation in the 

prices paid by Organization A across different suppliers. The analysis also revealed that brand 

choice contributed to price variation. Examples are the envelopes which are bought from two 

different brands: Staples and Mailman, and the black toner cartridge from Hewlett-Packard, 

Lexmark and Brother, where Brother is the most expensive at 0.5196kr per page. Other 

contributing factor was the type of packaging, for instance the A4 photocopier paper which 

either comes in 2500 sheets of paper per box or 500 sheets of paper per ream in a 5 reams per 

box. As illustrated, the average price of one A4 paper sheet with same broad specifications 

was 0.1504kr, with the highest unit price paid at 0.3698kr and the lowest at 0.0425kr. The 

difference was 770 per cent for A4 photocopier paper and 3085 per cent for black toner 

cartridges.  

 

Table 10 Prices paid across different suppliers 

 

As category management is a strategic approach to procuring similar goods with the purpose 

of minimizing the category cost as a whole (CIPS 2011), Organization A should group 

together this similar spend of printing supplies, office and school supplies, and photocopier 

paper into one framework agreement to reduce contract duplication. Although tendering is a 

valuable tool for the public sector, it is a considerable cost to Organization A as it requires 
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time and resources (Emmett and Wright 2011).  Having multiple contracts for similar goods 

result to high acquisition costs especially for relatively low value and low importance routine 

or MRO purchases (Emmett and Wright 2011) like photocopier paper.  

By reducing the number of contracts, Organization A can eliminate the burdensome process 

of sending information, handling queries, and reading and evaluating tenders which can be 

extensive, increasing with the number of received tenders (Heijboer and Telgen 2002). Other 

benefits would include increased efficiency and administrative savings as the organization 

will spend less time and money in purchasing, maintaining and managing a diverse office and 

school supplies portfolio. 

In addition, Organization A should standardize or reduce product specifications and approach 

the supply market with a common, aggregated requirement. For instance, reduce the product 

specification requirement of an A4 photocopier paper from twelve to one. With common 

requirements and harmonized specifications, the organization can achieve best value for 

money, economies of scale (Smith 2014), and low purchasing uncertainty.  

Lastly, a key success factor to having an accurate spend visibility for these categories is 

through a creation of a common organization-wide category tree (vanWeele 2010). This 

category tree is comprised of distinct categories of spend based on common characteristics 

like the one shown in Table 11.  

 

Table 11 Proposed category tree 

 

In terms of product characteristics, ‘IT hardware’ category represents a straight rebuy, high 

value, high importance and recurring demand pattern. While the categories ‘office and school 

supplies’, ‘photocopier paper’ and ‘printing supplies’ are also straight rebuys but the demand 

pattern can be volatile and their value and importance to the organization are low. These 
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categories are all under a framework agreement which does not require additional information 

when performing the purchasing task. Owing to the presented characteristics of these 

categories, the information processing requirements for purchasing business units are low, 

hence the low purchasing uncertainty (Trautmann et al. 2009). 

Also, uncertainty induced by the supply environment is low. There exists a competitive 

supplier base and transparent market. Further, the suppliers are local so there is low risk that 

products are not delivered on time. However, tendering increases the uncertainty in the 

purchasing process because of the need to obtain more information from the market. But this 

diminishes once the framework agreement is implemented and established. 

Although the business units need not interact with each other regarding the purchase of IT 

hardware, the internal policy requires them to get an approval first from the IT department 

before they can place their orders via the e-procurement system. Getting an approval from IT 

department before a business unit can complete its purchasing task creates a sequential 

interdependence but only between the business unit in need and the IT department.  

The reciprocal interdependence is a result of strategic purchasing centralized at a category 

manager while operational purchasing is decentralized to units. To exploit economies of scale, 

the compliance to framework agreements also increases the dependency of these units as well 

as the information processing requirement. This results to a high purchasing uncertainty, and 

thereby requires high information processing with the use of various mechanisms (Trautmann 

et al. 2009).  

For creating an appropriate fit between the required information processing and Organization 

A’s capacity for information processing, (Trautmann et al. 2009) suggest to implement both 

vertical and lateral integration mechanisms (see Table 12). 
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Table 12 Integration mechanisms of categories with economies of scale 

 

Centralization 

To attain economies of scale, decision making is to be centralized to a category manager 

(Trautmann et al. 2009). Currently, for the categories ‘IT hardware’, ‘office and school 

supplies’, ‘photocopier paper’ and ‘printing supplies’, this has been the case in Organization 

A. One of the procurement professionals at the central procurement unit acts as the category 

manager being responsible for consolidating organization-wide requirements and exploring 

supply markets, while business units remain responsible for daily purchasing activities.  

Formalization 

Second, standardized purchasing processes should be defined (Trautmann et al. 2009). In 

Organization A, there is no documentation with regards to the sourcing process (Section 

4.3.1). Since category management initiative is a collaborative effort, specific purchasing 

roles and responsibilities of category members should be clearly defined for each purchasing 

step like market analysis and strategy development. This would eliminate misunderstanding 

between the category manager and the team members (Trautmann et al. 2009), and ensure 

successful implementation and management of the initiative. Table 13 provides an example of 

such roles and responsibilities.  
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Table 13 Category team’s responsibilities  

Source: adapted from (O'Brien 2015, p. 110) 

 

Information systems 

Third, information systems should be implemented to enable efficient analysis of spend data 

(Trautmann et al. 2009). Currently, Organization A’s spend data or purchasing statistics data 

can be downloaded from the accounting system to Excel. However, the spend data has a lot of 

limitations. As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, some data elements are missing significant data 

like the category name. Other limitation is that some categories cover a wide range of 

purchased goods and services that it is difficult to drill down to details. Moreover, specific 

items are not coded so the accounting system can only provide general information on the 

type of good or service purchased. The spend data also contains ‘dirty data’, where 

information had been incorrectly entered. Further issue is the duplicate suppliers and supplier 

coding issues (see Table 7 in Section 4.3.2).  

According to the Procurement Manager, they have currently purchased a new information 

systems called Visma BI (refer to Section 4.3.2). Thus, the organization should assess whether 

this BI technology can really provide the type of spending data that they need to provide 

better management and oversight of its suppliers. Such data can for example include how 

many suppliers are being used for IT hardware category, what types of hardware are being 

purchased and how much is spent on specific hardware, in total and with each supplier. To 

exploit economies of scale, (Trautmann et al. 2009) claim that the information system should 

allow efficient exchange and analysis of spend data so that the category manager will have the 

information about contracts, suppliers, specifications and maverick spend.  
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If Organization A’s newly bought information system can indeed automate the spend analysis 

or provide real-time quality spend data then it would be easy for the organization to get a 360 

degree view of the categories (CIPS Australasia 2011), monitor any spending outside the 

municipality’s contracts, and improve spend transparency for taxpayers. Further, quality 

spend data would give the organization insight into suppliers’ behavior leading them to ask 

better questions and learn more about the market where they spend the most, making them 

even better buyers (Shields 2016).  

Although such information systems have the ability to reduce purchasing uncertainties, these 

are standardized tools and cannot in itself bring sustained competitive advantage, without the 

other organization capabilities (Mata, Fuerst, and Barney 1995). That is, the capability for the 

whole organization to be loyal to the framework agreements so it can achieve economies of 

scale, otherwise there will be a 20 – 30% unrealized savings (Kulp et al. 2006).  

Moreover, before implementing Visma BI and consolidating it with the current Visma 

accounting system (where the spend data are currently accessed), supplier master data cleanup 

has to be executed. As illustrated earlier in Table 7, the current master data contains duplicate 

records. Finding identical master data within or across the source system (current Visma 

system) and eliminating them prior to final data upload into the target system has these 

advantages: 

– Accurate and consistent reporting 

– Reduces time and cost spend in manually identifying duplicates later 

– Improves overall reliability of supplier reports and analysis 

– Helps to maintain effective and consistent communication with suppliers 

(Subramaniam 2014). 

Lateral mechanisms 

Finally, category teams should be formed and made responsible for developing category 

strategy (Trautmann et al. 2009). As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, Organization A already has a 

category team which is a cross-functional team comprising a small group of representatives 

from across the organization for categories like office and schools supplies and IT hardware 

that are under the category management initiative.  
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5.1.2 Categories with economies of information and learning 

The category ‘IT system’ with economies of information and learning as the potential synergy 

benefit was selected as a sample on how Organization A should construct its purchasing 

organization at the category level. This category is project-based, and can be different for 

each business unit. The demand is also infrequent that category specific knowledge on this 

could not be developed at each business unit. Examples of an IT system are a Radio 

Frequency Identification (RFID) system for the library, and an operating system for the health 

care response center. These are capital expenditures in Organization A.  

As opposed to the categories with the focus on economies of scale, here the purchasing 

uncertainty of the category being purchased is high because of category characteristics. The 

‘IT system’ category represents project-based acquisition that each purchase represents a new 

buy, high level of technical complexity, high category of importance, and fluctuating demand 

pattern. For example, the operating system for the health care response center or the RFID 

system for the library is of high relevance to Organization A and specifically tailored to a 

certain need of a certain unit so it’s a new buy. Further, the demand is volatile since another 

unit may require a different type of IT system. These are project-related purchases that it is 

not easy to master the knowledge development with regards to these purchases (Trautmann et 

al. 2009). 

Also, the supply environment poses high purchasing uncertainty because most cases have low 

supply availability and capability. Since these are also mostly new buy, purchasing business 

units have to deal with new suppliers. The need to obtain more category-specific information 

in terms of RFQs is significant in order to handle the purchase, compare objectively all offers 

and choose the best supplier because of the different types of IT system. This compensates the 

uncertainty caused by lack of know-how when purchasing this category (Trautmann, Bals, 

and Hartmann 2009). Finally, because of product complexity, the risk is high that the quality 

of the delivered product is not up to par, or that delivery schedules are postponed. For 

instance, the purchase of an RFID system requires the business unit manager, who is 

purchasing this product, more information and knowledge with regards to suppliers’ technical 

capacity and product specification to make sure that the product is compatible with the 

business unit’s need. 
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Because the pool of knowledge is dispersed across different units carrying out similar 

activities, the interdependence characterized by a reciprocal interdependence increases as well 

as the purchasing uncertainty. Hence, the information processing requirement for 

Organization A and the required integration mechanisms to successfully perform the 

purchasing task increase because reciprocal interdependence leads to need for mutual 

adjustment (Thompson 1967).  

To achieve an appropriate fit between Organization A’s information processing capacity to 

the information processing requirement, it has to implement complex integration mechanisms 

as what (Trautmann et al. 2009) suggest (see Table 14).  

 

Table 14 Integration mechanisms of categories with economies of information and learning 

 

Centralization and formalization 

Currently, the decision making authority is not centralized to a category manager for the ‘IT 

system’ category in Organization A. Apparently, the lack of procurement capacity precluded 

the central procurement unit from being involved in the whole sourcing process, according to 

the Procurement Manager (refer also to Section 4.2.3).  

“We support them during the whole process but not every process because we are only two 

people. We don’t have the capacity to support every purchasing process in the municipality. 

So, many purchases are done not centralized but by each department.”   

(Procurement Manager, December 15, 2016) 
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Normally for investment related purchases, these are carried out by the business unit in need. 

The role of the central procurement unit is to assist the business unit in drafting the RFQ but 

the final sourcing decision is by the business unit. First, the RFQ is sent to all local suppliers 

that are presumed qualified. In other cases, if there are no qualified suppliers in the local area 

and even if the value is below the threshold value, tender will be published in Doffin.  

According to (Trautmann et al. 2009), Organization A has to appoint a category manager, 

with whom the purchase decision making authority will be centralized, for ‘IT system’ 

category to exploit economies of information and learning. Depending on the individual 

transaction, the category manager’s role is to approve the RFQ list and makes final sourcing 

decisions, but can also assume full responsibility of the whole procurement process. It is also 

important that the category manager has the expertise to manage knowledge and information 

transfer across units.   

Information systems 

Since ‘IT systems’ are highly diverse and each is unique, standardization of purchasing 

process for this category is very difficult, according to (Trautmann et al. 2009). Gathering of 

additional information which includes information and knowledge from different purchasing 

business units reduces the uncertainty in carrying out the purchasing transaction. Hence, 

Organization A has to leverage its information systems to share information on best prices, 

suppliers, and project descriptions across units.  

Currently for categories that are managed by central procurement unit, information on 

existing framework agreements such as the terms and conditions, price lists, and contact 

persons within the organization and the supplier can be found in the intranet. All these are 

updated and managed on a manual system based on Excel, Outlook and SharePoint. But for 

investment related purchases like IT systems that are purchased by business units, the central 

procurement unit does not have the contract list.  

Here, there is an opportunity for Organization A to implement a management system that will 

serve as a one-stop portal to support its category management business model.  This portal 

would contain the populated information gathered from across the organization, and should be 

validated by the category manager. Specific category content such as best practices, contract 
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terms and negotiations, transaction information like price and delivery terms, market analysis 

and information on procurement alternatives will be stored in this portal and used as a shared 

category content for the purchasing business units. This portal can also be used to share 

information and strengthen their procurement collaboration with other municipalities (Leach 

2012). An example for this kind of system is the Common Acquisition Platform (CAP) by the 

US government for its category management initiative (US Government 2017).  

Lateral mechanism 

However, according to (Trautmann et al. 2009), some information is just not feasible to 

capture in information systems. Intensive knowledge related information like setting up 

complex contract structures or conducting detailed supplier evaluations can only be 

effectively transferred to purchasing business units through a lateral mechanism. So here, the 

role of the category manager will be as a liaison between different purchasing business units, 

and making sure that dispersed knowledge shared across units is aggregated (Trautmann et al. 

2009).  

5.1.3 Categories with economies of process 

Two categories with economies of process as synergy benefit were selected as samples on 

how Organization A should construct its purchasing organization at the category level. These 

categories are ‘working clothes’ and ‘arts and crafts materials’. The ‘working clothes’ 

category are clothes used at construction sites, rehabilitation center or homes for the aged, 

while ‘arts and crafts materials’ are materials used for art projects and DIY activities in 

schools. Currently, these categories have no framework agreements, and the purchasing is 

decentralized to various purchasing units. 

The category characteristics indicate low purchasing uncertainty since these are straight 

rebuy, high degree of standardization and low importance. Also, there exists a high supply 

availability, competitive market and transparent market, thus the supplier environment 

characteristics pose low purchasing uncertainty according to (Trautmann et al. 2009). Further, 

the delivery risk is low since these products are highly standardized, and thus the risk that 

these are not delivered in the desired quality is low.  
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In terms of interdependence, uncertainty is also low. The purchasing business units are 

characterized by pooled interdependence as each siloed unit is expected to perform the 

purchasing transaction independently once new purchasing processes are implemented 

(Trautmann et al. 2009).  

For creating an appropriate fit between the required information processing and Organization 

A’s capacity for information processing, (Trautmann et al. 2009) suggest to use mainly the 

vertical integration mechanisms (see Table 15).  

 

Table 15 Integration mechanisms of categories with economies of process 

 

Centralization and formalization 

To exploit economies of process, decision making is to be decentralized and standardized 

best-practice processes should be defined (Trautmann et al. 2009) in Organization A. 

According to the authors, although it is possible to bundle these categories at one supplier, the 

benefits related to it are limited since the value and importance of the products are rather low. 

Hence, the main goal for these categories is to minimize transaction costs because items like 

bobbin cases or nails are of low value. As the order frequency increases for these items, 

significant transaction costs can accrue and even surpass the purchase cost (Trautmann, Bals, 

and Hartmann 2009). Organization wide standardization of best-practice processes is a means 

to induce economies of process (Bartezzaghi and Ronchi 2004) as this increases order 

efficiency.   

Here, there is an opportunity for Organization A to implement simple vertical mechanisms 

like a standardized cost-effective purchasing process to ensure integration (Trautmann et al. 

2009). One way of doing this is by defining the purchasing roles and guidelines within the 
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organization, for instance, a step-by-step procedure on how to place an order, who is 

authorized to make purchasing decisions and how the purchasing process is structured 

(vanWeele 2010). In addition, (vanWeele 2010) suggests that the standardized purchasing 

procedure should be accessible and utilized by all. Such purchasing procedure has to be 

simple and easy to use to facilitate a common way of working. An example of such procedure 

is that all received invoices and claims where a required PO has not been obtained will not be 

paid, or to simply state that: ‘No PO, No Pay’. 

Standardized processes should be defined and established across Organization A because best 

practices can be incorporated into process descriptions, thereby accelerating learning 

(Trautmann et al. 2009) and achieving better value for money.  

A simple screenshot as per Figure 22 cannot ensure integration across business units.  

 

Figure 22 Screenshot on how to procure online   

Source: Organization A 
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A suggested step-by-step e-procurement process is shown in Figure 23. The various 

purchasing steps are based from the interview of the Procurement Advisor. 

 

Figure 23 Proposed e-procurement procedures 

 

Information systems 

Finally, electronic procurement solutions should be implemented. To attain economies of 

process, catalog agreements with respective suppliers have to be established across units 

(Trautmann et al. 2009). Currently, the catalogs that can be accessed in the Visma e-

procurement system are only for the high volume and high value purchases thus there are no 

catalog agreements for ‘working clothes’ and ‘arts and crafts materials’ categories as of the 

moment. Here, there is an opportunity for Organization A to increase the available catalog 

agreements to enable each business unit to purchase routine items such as these products 

independently. 
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Further, the task of updating e-catalogs in the Visma e-procurement system is currently 

delegated to the Procurement Advisor. The best way of working, according to (Trautmann et 

al. 2009), is to provide each business unit the software to install these catalog agreements and 

the manuals as well as training. Once this new method or process is implemented across the 

organization, each unit should be capable to perform the purchasing task autonomously.  

Streamlined purchasing processes, e-procurement solutions, documents and templates across 

the units as well as decentralized purchasing authority would create a fit between the 

information processing requirements of the ‘working clothes’ and ‘arts and crafts materials’ 

categories and the information processing capacity at Organization A. These would reduce the 

transaction costs, ensure that goods are procured effectively (Trautmann et al. 2009), and 

increase value for money of procured goods.  

5.2 Managing the purchasing synergy 

Here, I will address the four main stakeholders who will play a significant role in managing 

the purchasing synergy in a category management initiative within Organization A.  

(Rozemeijer 2000) points out that responsibility issue is one of the most important points in 

managing purchasing synergy, and that it would be impossible without a strong CPO 

capturing corporate synergies.  For his study, it also shows that changing the business unit 

management behavior requires the mandate of a CEO. The CEO, CPO, business unit 

management and business unit purchasing management are the four parties that play an 

important role in managing purchasing synergy. 

In Organization A, the Procurement Manager is the appointed CPO, the Chief Municipal 

Executive as the CEO, while the business unit management is the head of each business unit 

and the business unit purchasing management is the different purchasers in the units. As 

mentioned earlier, some categories are managed by the other three purchasing professionals in 

the central procurement unit so the Procurement Manager is not always personally involve in 

each category management initiative. However, he plays the monitoring and supporting role, 

and coordinates the procurement team. Further, he reports directly to the assistant municipal 

executive who is also the head of the finance department. The assistant municipal executive 
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has a formal relationship with the municipality’s category management initiatives by setting 

the categories for prioritization, approving tenders and signing contracts. While the Chief 

Municipal Executive is never involve when there is a category to be worked on for bundling 

or any matter with regard to purchasing.  

The role of the business unit managers is to appoint the purchasers that will be part of the core 

category team, and those that will attend during the meeting of contract implementation. It is 

also their responsibility to train their purchasers on how to treat an invoice. But somehow, 

some purchasers are not trained enough. As mentioned in Section 4.2.3, some invoices are not 

post properly in the accounting system which makes it difficult to monitor the performance of 

a certain category. Other than that, they are not involved in the category management project.  

The business unit purchasers, especially those who are part of the core category teams, are 

involved in the municipality’s category management initiative when it comes to evaluating 

the supply market, and developing the criteria for supplier selection. But it can be different 

business unit purchasers for each category management project. The role of the rest of the 

business unit purchasing management is to comply with the contract, and carry out the 

purchasing task efficiently, say with the use of the e-procurement. 

However, these purchasers are not that committed since some of them still buys from a store, 

fax or call a supplier, or indulge in maverick buying. According to the Procurement Advisor, 

they are supposed to follow the procurement manual and adopt to change, but some just like 

to do things the way they did twenty years ago. Most probably because they also knew that 

there are no consequences for not following the organization’s regulations. 

“Many have been in the same job for many years, and like to do things the way they have 

been doing things, or knowing that not using the system has no consequence for the user. I 

would like to have some consequences but that’s not my decision to make.”  

(Procurement Advisor, February 23, 2017) 

Figure 24 describes the relationship diagram in Organization A, where there is only a formal 

relationship between the CPO, business unit purchasers and the business unit management, 

which makes the managing of  purchasing synergy within the organization difficult, according 
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to (Rozemeijer 2000). The dotted lines represent less intensive relationship between the 

business unit management and CPO since the business unit management’s involvement is 

only in appointing representatives for category management initiatives. The full lines 

represent a more intensive relationship since the CPO and business unit purchasing have a 

more involved relationship in all initiatives, even though it can be a different representative 

each time. Otherwise, those without lines mean that there are no involvements or 

communication when it comes to category management projects. 

  

Figure 24 Relationship assessment diagram in Organization A 

Source: adapted from (Rozemeijer 2000) 

 

Here I conclude that managing purchasing synergy of category management initiatives within 

Organization A can be difficult since not all key parties are involved. There is evidence that 

there is difficulty in capturing organization synergies since non contract compliance is 

common. Hence, there should be an involvement or a mandate coming from the CEO because 

it’s clear that change should be established at the business unit level.  

Since the legislation restricts the municipality outwards, the organization should try and adapt 

as much as possible inwards. Routines should not be changed until the upcoming change has 

been thoroughly announced to the involved parties or the different stakeholders in 

Organization A. This will ensure a better transition by reducing resistance to the change 

among the staff members. Changing something in one place may cause problems somewhere 
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else thus making sure everyone that stands to be affected by the change is involved and can 

have their say in things before the implementation. Further, involvement is crucial so it may 

be a good idea to make sure current category team members take part in the implementation 

process.  

As (O'Brien 2015) suggests, there should be involvement, hard work and communication both 

before and during the changeover period. (Rozemeijer 2000) also conforms by suggesting that 

relationships should be formally structured, interaction between parties should be frequent, 

and tasks with regard to managing purchasing synergy should be conducted together to make 

the category management initiative more successful.  
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6 Conclusion 

Given the size of public sector procurement spend in Norway, value for money would be 

improved if public agencies adopt best procurement practices like category management. The 

findings presented in this paper have important practical implications for public agencies 

dealing with category management. First, the results suggest that Organization A, as one of 

the municipal governments in Norway, can improve its category management initiative by 

deploying three procurement structures following a category-based approach within the 

organization. Through this, purchasing synergies of economies of process, economies of 

information and learning, and economies of scale can be exploited simultaneously by 

Organization A.  

Nonetheless, in taking a strategic approach by changing the public procurement structure can 

be resisted by some, especially for employees who will feel that their authority or power is 

threatened by the change. This can be very challenging, particularly in public sectors when 

people are used to following hierarchy and rules. But if change can achieve the objective of 

improved value for money then it makes the change all the more important. Starting an 

initiative in improving the structure, with the top management’s involvement, should be 

accompanied by helping people overcome their resistance to change. 

Second, understanding the supply market will enable the organization to negotiate better by 

using organization volume to win better prices. However, this would not be possible if 

available purchasing statistics data do not have the necessary level of quality. Establishing a 

more simplistic routine here is crucial to make the organization able to find where spend can 

be reduced. The newly acquired BI tool will simplify this process if it is set up and organized 

in an optimal way.  

Third, the results suggest that by conducting an improved spend analysis, this will make the 

organization smarter and more effective buyers and customers, which should result in 

suppliers being able to provide better performance, terms and pricing. Analyzing quality and 

real-time spending data will create a smoother and more direct path to better delivery and 

more savings for the organization’s dispersed purchasing business units if they act as a more 

integrated entity in managing their spending using the category management model.  
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Fourth, any of the other solutions suggested such as aggregate volumes of commonly 

purchased goods and services, standardize product specifications and processes, leverage 

shared information and best practices, and increase collaboration between business units 

would also help Organization A to act and buy as a more integrated entity and achieve best-

in-class pricing. 

Fifth, for further improvement of the collaborative procurement activities that Organization A 

has with other municipalities, an online portal that can collect and store specific category 

content information, and is complete with collaborative tools for sharing best practices and 

discussing challenges and successes on individual category management initiatives should be 

launched. Provided that Organization A is able to establish agreement with its partner 

municipalities, it should be possible to implement a system that will improve overall 

collaboration across individual organizations as well as improving value for money.  

The theoretical contribution of this case-based research lies in the use of (Trautmann et al. 

2009)’s framework and empirically grounding it to a public procurement context. The 

understanding of managing interdependence has been extended beyond the dependency of 

geographical units in MNCs to the current state of dispersed purchasing business units in a 

public agency. My findings illustrate that for effective category management, Organization A 

needs to gain commitment and access of its business units. As was highlighted throughout this 

paper, integrating dispersed units across an organization in a public sector can be a 

challenging task, but if achieved, Organization A can be more than the sum of its purchasing 

business units.  
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7 Study limitations and future research directions 

This thesis is not without limitations. First, the spend data was restricted from the 

municipality’s internal accounting system. This clearly limits the visibility into total spending. 

As much as possible, data information should have been gathered from both internal and 

external sources to gain a complete understanding of the spending. 

Second, the data contained coding errors. For instance, this research found out that some 

office and school supplies acquisition were not posted under the correct account but instead in 

the miscellaneous consumables account. Nevertheless, my research did not strive to 

investigate and correct the coding of 5,074 transactions from said account. 

Third, although I relied on multiple informants from the central procurement unit and data 

sources to triangulate data, future studies would benefit by approaching different respondents 

from the purchasing business units, for instance IT department. 

Last but not least, my study does not provide statistical generalization, and future studies 

should consider collecting data across various purchase categories and in many municipal 

governments if the purpose is to improve generalizability.  

From this research emerged three potential areas for future research. First, government 

agencies are receptive about category management, but how about the industry. Further 

research is needed to understand on whether they are comfortable with the idea of category 

management, and in what way category management can help them provide the goods and 

services that they have to government customers. 

Second, aggregation or bundling can decrease competition and with too few suppliers, one 

might not be able to fulfill total volume requirements of public agencies. Hence, further 

research could explore on how the public procurement agencies ensure that small businesses 

continue to be able to participate in the market space and do that effectively and competitively. 

In other words, how they make sure there is a market space that allows small businesses to 

come in and out of that market, and continue to participate. 
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Lastly, (Trautmann et al. 2009)’s framework addresses the procurement organizational 

structure aspects, in particular integration of dispersed purchasing business units by applying 

a number of different integration mechanisms. Further research could study these integration 

mechanisms by understanding how public regulations might affect the design and 

implementation of such mechanisms. Also, by taking into account dependency of the 

purchasing units, the question on how the different purchasing synergies of economies of 

scale, economies of process and economies of information/learning can be managed in a 

public agency could be studied in more detail. 
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Appendix 

 

Appendix 1 Strategy portfolio matrix for category management 

Source: adapted from (Monczka et al. 2011, p. 216) and (Emmett and Wright 2011, p. 293) 
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Appendix 2 Organization A’s 2015 spend data on selected categories 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Appendix 3 RFQ for photocopier paper  

Source: Organization A 

 


